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Today
- My Background for this talk
- Explaining Cryptocurrency & Trading
- High-Frequency Crypto Trading
- Explaining Asyncio
- Live Coding



Background for this talk



Who has been trading cryptocurrency?



✗ need "big/beefy" machines...

✗ “Short” cable to the exchange

✗ commission for trading is very high

Trading because:

✗ data is expensive



Crypto...currency?
- E-currency

- Bitcoin

- Unregulated field:
- Obtained a few Ethers

- And lost them…

 



Explaining Cryptocurrency & Trading



Explaining Cryptocurrency & Trading



3 Ways to trade
- Fundamental

- Technical

- Arbitrage

 

- Intrinsic value

- Uses financials, macro

- Usually longer term

 



3 Ways to trade
- Fundamental

- Technical

- Arbitrage

 

- Historic price

- Time series / patterns

- Usually short term

 



3 Ways to trade
- Fundamental

- Technical

- Arbitrage

 

Exchange A: 1 BTC for $6000

Exchange B: 1 BTC for $5800

 



3 4 Ways to trade
- Fundamental

- Technical

- Arbitrage

- Event driven

 



Event driven

 



Event driven

 

28th of November 2017



Event driven



Event driven



Simulation

Live Coding!



Further Requirements
- Interactivity

- Only trade on real signals

- Ability to quickly react



What was next?
- Create wrapper on Exchange API to send myself a direct link to buy

- Buy: /buy?symbol=IOTBTC -> go all-in

- Sell: /sell?symbol=IOTBTC -> convert IOT back to BTC

- Slackbot

- Would always be too slow - bots were trading almost immediately

 



Who ever needed high-frequency transaction speed?



High-Frequency Crypto Trading
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High-Frequency Crypto Trading



High-Frequency Crypto Trading
- Minimize delay between real-time-event and buy order
- “Stories” in trading
- Spoiler: in the end I got it down to ~0.7ms



High-Frequency Crypto Trading
- Phone / Email / Slack notification
- Sentry (“error” tracking)
- Quart (async flask)
- healthcheck.py

- Recent enough URLs visited
- Process alive



High-Frequency Crypto Trading
Cloud comparison in June, 2018 ($5 dollar offering):

Internet 
speed

Geographical 
Availability

CPU

GCP (Google) Great Great VCPU

DigitalOcean Average Limited VCPU

AWS EC2 (Amazon) Average Great VCPU

Dedicated Machine* Slow Very limited Good

Linode Great Sufficient <3



Technical Architecture v10.1.2.1 Final.docx.py

COORDINATION

Exchange



Who has used asyncio?



Asyncio
- Challenge: doing multiple things at the same time:

- CPU (calculations, natural language classification)  -> use multiple processes

- IO (http connections, sockets, database)                  -> use multiple threads / asyncio

- I did not like the Thread interface at all :-)

- Bonus: no need for locks!

 



Asyncio



Asyncio over time
- 3.3

- By 3.6 it was an ok experience

- 3.7: distinction became clear between user and library creators

 



Asyncio
uvloop makes asyncio 2-4x faster



Asyncio
- Async code can only be called by other async functions...

- … or by `asyncio.run`

Live Coding!



Key Takeaways
● Disclaimer: no trading advice! You will lose money.
● It’s not all fun - on one trade I lost 20%

○ Still, coding with this kind of pressure taught me some nice tricks

● Benefits of introspection, centralized error logging, round-robin deploy
● Always do backtesting & favor a simpler model
● Use ML/analysis upfront -> deploy rule based
● Python’s async implementation is much better than you’d think!
● Once you go async, you have to fully go async

-> And now is a better time than ever to get started!


